
One of the deadliest diseases is on the rise again: Tuberculosis caused 1.6 million
deaths last year alone

Bad news comes from the WHO’s latest Global Tuberculosis Report, released [October 27]. According to
the report, there were an estimated 10.6 million people who became sick from the bacterial disease in
2021, amounting to an increase in cases of 4.5% from 2020. There were also 1.6 million tuberculosis
deaths last year, including nearly 200,000 deaths among people living with HIV. According to the WHO,
tuberculosis is the 13th leading cause of death worldwide, and the second leading cause from any single
infectious disease, following covid-19.
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Even before the pandemic emerged in late 2019, TB was one of the most prolific sources of misery and
death in the world, with the burden largest in parts of Southeast Asia and Africa. But there had been slow
progress in reducing active cases over time until 2021. Like many other bacterial diseases, antibiotic
resistance has become a serious problem in combating TB. The incidence of drug-resistant TB rose by
3% last year, which included 450,000 cases resistant to the antibiotic rifampicin, one of the only two front-
line drugs available to treat TB.

The pandemic is believed to have led to decreases in people seeking out health care services that could
have diagnosed and treated acute cases or prevented latent TB infections from becoming acute. But it
may have also sapped financial resources normally dedicated to fighting TB. The report notes that global
spending on essential TB services dropped from $6 billion (USD) in 2019 to $5.4 billion in 2021—neither
of which meets the global target of $13 billion in annual spending recommended by the WHO.

This is an excerpt. Read the full article here

https://www.who.int/teams/global-tuberculosis-programme/tb-reports/global-tuberculosis-report-2022
https://gizmodo.com/tuberculosis-on-the-rise-2021-who-report-1849715455

